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AbstratA detailed desription of an original method used to measure the luminosityaumulated by the HERA-B experiment for a data sample taken during the 2002-2003 HERA running period is reported. We show that, with this method, a totalluminosity measurement an be ahieved with a typial preision, inluding overallsystemati unertainties, at a level of 5% or better. We also report evidene for thedetetion of Æ-rays generated in the target and omment on the possible use of suhdelta rays to measure luminosity.1 IntrodutionA preise determination of the luminosity is required for the measurementof absolute ross setions. The integrated luminosity (L) is de�ned byL = NP�P (1)where NP is the number of events of a given proess and �P is the orrespond-ing ross setion. In the ase of HERA-B, whih is a forward spetrometer [1,2℄experiment, operated at the 920 GeV proton beam of the HERA aeleratorat the DESY Laboratory in Hamburg, the proton beam is bunhed and in-terats with a nulear target plaed on the halo of the beam. The numberof proton-nuleus (pA) interations per bunh rossing is subjet to statisti-al utuations. For HERA-B, as for all other experiments having a bunhedbeam, the luminosity an be expressed as:L = NBX � �� (2)where � is the average number of interations per bunh rossing BX, NBX isthe number of beam bunhes rossing the apparatus and � is the interationross setion (for a more detailed disussion, see Setions 4 and 5). As aonsequene, given the ross setion of proton-nuleus interations, the lumi-nosity an be measured by determining � and NBX . The average number ofinterations per BX an be obtained from a fully unbiased sample of events invarious ways: by looking at inlusive quantities whih are proportional to thenumber of interations in one event (suh as the number of traks or the en-ergy released in a alorimeter), by ounting the number of primary verties orby ounting the number of empty events. The �rst method has the advantageof entailing only a rather straightforward analysis of the data, but the signalCorresponding Author: Maro.Brushi�bo.infn.it4



orresponding to a single interation must be evaluated preisely and detetorstability beomes a relatively ritial issue. In the seond method, the vertexreonstrution eÆienies must be known preisely as well as the probabilityof erroneously merging or splitting primary verties during reonstrution. Inthe third method, the distribution of the number of interations per bunhrossing must be either known or assumed and the eÆieny for detetingnon-empty events and the impat of noise events must be evaluated.After areful studies the HERA-B Collaboration has deided to exploit themethod based on ounting events with evidene of at least one interation(whih is equivalent to the third method listed above), sine this methodminimizes the systemati error on the luminosity determination allowing toahieve a �nal preision of about 5%.The paper is organized in the following way. In Setions 2 and 3 the mainfeatures of the HERA aelerator relevant for this analysis and the HERA-B detetor are briey desribed. Setion 4 summarizes all of the publishedproton-nuleus ross setion measurements whih are used for the luminositydetermination. In Setion 5 and 6, the relevant relations for the determinationof the luminosity are desribed. In Setion 7 we disuss the systemati uner-tainties and omment on delta ray prodution, while in Setion 8 we reportthe results obtained for the interation trigger (de�ned below) data sample.2 The HERA aelerator and the targetHERA is a double storage ring designed for olliding a 920 GeV proton beamwith a 26 GeV eletron beam. Four interation regions exist: two of themhouse the general purpose ep detetors H1 and ZEUS, while the other twoaommodate the �xed target experiments HERA-B and HERMES. In thefollowing we desribe the beam parameters and the �lling sheme used duringthe HERA-B data taking period 2002-2003.The typial proton urrent is 80 mA, distributed over 180 bunhes with atypial bunh length of 1-2 ns. The proton bunhes are organized into 3x6trains of 10 onseutive bunhes eah, separated by one empty RF buket. Thedetailed �lling sheme is shown in Fig. 1. In total there are 220 RF buketswith a spaing of 96 ns inluding a gap of 15 empty bukets at the end toprovide for a seure beam dump. The average rate of �lled bunh rossings is8.52 MHz.The target system [3℄ onsists of two stations of four wires eah. The wires arepositioned above, below, and on either side of the beam and are made fromvarious materials inluding arbon, titanium and tungsten. Both titaniumand tungsten targets are wires with a diameter of 50 �m, whereas the arbontarget is a at ribbon, 100 �m perpendiular and 500 �m along the proton5
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Fig. 1. Shemati representation of the bunh struture of a HERA proton-ring �ll.beam. The stations are separated by 40 mm along the beam diretion. Thewires are positioned individually in the halo of the stored proton beam andthe interation rate for eah inserted wire is adjusted independently. Anynumber of wires an be operated simultaneously. The luminosity measurementdesribed herein applies exlusively to single wire runs.The steering of the target wires requires a fast and reliable system to provide aounting rate proportional to the interation rate up to the highest interationrates envisaged in the HERA-B design (40 MHz). This is ahieved by limitingthe aeptane of the sintillation ounters used to detet interations to �10�2. Stepping motors with a nominal step-size of 50 nm ontrolled by a 10 Hzsteering loop provide a stable interation rate.One additional ompliation is that a fration (typially a few perent) ofinterations not orrelated to any bunh [4℄ was present. These interationsare due to so-alled oasting beam protons whih have left the separatrix,but are still irulating inside the mahine, forming a omponent of the beamhalo. Based on test measurements, the oasting beam an be regarded asa DC-urrent. The fration of oasting beam depends on the position of thetarget and the history of the individual proton �ll, thus requiring an individualorretion for eah run. As desribed in Setion 7.6, the relevant informationan be derived from events triggered by a pseudo-random generator.3 The HERA-B detetor and the data sampleThe HERA-B experiment is a forward magneti spetrometer with an aep-tane extending from 15 to 220 mrad horizontally and to 160 mrad vertially.This large angular overage allows studies in kinemati regions not aessibleto previous �xed-target high energy experiments. A top view of the detetoris shown in Fig. 2. The �rst part of the spetrometer is devoted to traking6
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z Fig. 2. Top view of the HERA-B detetor.and vertex measurements and onsists of the target, a silion vertex detetor,a magnet and a traking system. The seond part is foused on partile identi-�ation and inludes a Ring Imaging Cherenkov detetor, an eletromagnetialorimeter and a muon detetor.The vertex detetor (VDS) [5℄ is plaed between the target and the magnetand divided in 8 stations. Eah station onsists of four \quadrants" equippedwith two double-sided silion mirostrip detetors (50�70 mm2, 50 �m pith)eah. This system provides a primary vertex resolution of �z � 500 �m alongthe beam diretion and �x;y � 50 �m in the transverse plane.A dipole magnet with a 2.13 Tm �eld-integral is positioned before themain traking system. Eah traking station onsists of several planes ofMSGC/GEM hambers plaed near the beam pipe (Inner Traker, ITR) [6℄and several planes of Honeyomb Drift hambers whih over the rest of theaeptane (Outer Traker, OTR) [7℄. The detetor segmentation is designedto ope with the partile ux variation with the distane from the beam pipe.Typial momentum resolutions of Æp=p � 1% are ahieved.The partile identi�ation of harged traks (protons, kaons, et.) is providedby a Cherenkov detetor (RICH) installed downstream of the magnet. A � � 1partile traversing the RICH detetor produes an average of about 33 hits [8℄.The eletromagneti alorimeter (ECAL) [9℄, whih provides eletron pretrig-ger seeds and e=� separation, is installed after the RICH and the trakingsystem. The ECAL is a Shashlik sampling alorimeter with Pb or W as ab-sorber and sintillator as ative material. In order to follow the steep radialdependene of the partile density, the alorimeter has been strutured in threesetions (Inner, Middle and Outer) with di�ering granularities. The Muon de-tetor (MUON) [10℄ provides the muon pretrigger seeds and the muon identi�-ation, and is loated in the most downstream part of the detetor. It onsistsof four superlayers embedded in an iron loaded onrete absorber. The sen-sitive area lose to the beam pipe is overed by pixel hambers, while in therest of the aeptane, tube hambers are used.The exibility of the trigger system [11℄ allows the implementation of a large7



variety of trigger on�gurations. The methods desribed in this paper havebeen used to determine the integrated luminosity of the interation trigger(IA) data sample. The IA trigger selets events with at least one inelastiinteration in the target, by requiring either that the RICH has more than aminimum number of hits (20) or that the ECAL has more than a minimum(1 GeV) energy deposition. The total olleted statistis is about 220 millionevents, with an average data aquisition (DAQ) rate larger than 1000 Hz.During the data aquisition a sample of randomly trigger events (Zero-Bias)was aquired in parallel to the IA trigger at a rate of few Hz, allowing the pos-sibility to hek the trigger aeptane and stability. Moreover the Zero-Biasevent sample has been extensively used in the luminosity determination. Dueto the fat that the same data stream was used both for the various physisanalyses and for the determination of the reorded luminosity, the dead timeof the DAQ system anels exatly and an thus be ignored.4 The ross setionsThe total pA ross setion �tot an be divided into elasti (�el) and inelasti(�inel) ontributions:�tot = �el + �inel = �el + �mb + �tsd + �bsd + �dd : (3)In this ontext, the ross setion �el is regarded as the sum of the elasti(pA ! pA) and quasielasti ontribution (pA ! pA�). The inelasti rosssetion inludes a minimum bias part (mb) and a di�rative part whih anbe further subdivided into target single di�rative (tsd, pA ! pY ), beamsingle di�rative (bsd, pA ! XA) and double di�rative (dd, pA ! XY )ontributions.The values for the total and inelasti ross setions reported in Table 1 wereobtained using the method of [12℄ with one exeption: in order to minimize apossible systemati bias, we do not apply the A� saling law adopted there.Instead we use the experimental results on arbon and tungsten nulei forthe total ross setion of [13℄ and for the inelasti ross setions of [14,15,16℄.All of these measurements were obtained at beam momenta ranging from180 to 400 GeV/ and have to be saled to 920 GeV/ with the presriptiongiven in [17℄. Due to the absene of data on titanium, the A� saling lawis applied only to interpolate the Al and Fe data of the experiments quoted.The elasti ross setions are obtained using Equation 3. The single di�rativeross setions are taken from [12℄. The experimental results an be omparedto a theoretial alulation performed in the framework of the Glauber-Gribovtheory [18℄. Both total and inelasti ross setions agree well within 5%, whilethe di�rative ontributions exhibit larger disrepanies. As suggested by [19℄,8



an average of Model III and Model IV of [18℄ is used for this omparison.1 The double di�rative part, being negleted in [12℄, is taken from [18℄.The quoted errors over the di�erene between both models. The minimumbias ross setion is derived by subtrating all di�rative ontributions fromthe inelasti ross setion with an error given by the quadrati sum of theomponent errors.ross setion (mb) C Ti W�tot 351.6 � 4.0 1045.� 30. 2913. � 43.�inel 250.7 � 2.6 682.5� 5.6 1788. � 23.�el 100.9 � 4.8 362.5� 30.5 1125. � 49.�bsd 8.4 � 1.7 21.7� 4.3 41.2 � 8.2�tsd 9.2 � 2.3 14.9� 3.8 23.9 � 6.3�dd 0.7 � 0.3 1.1� 0.5 1.5 � 0.6�mb 232.4 � 3.9 644.8� 8.1 1721. � 26.Table 1Summary of the proton nuleus ross setions for C, Ti and W nulei. Details aregiven in the text.The total trigger eÆieny an be expressed as"tot = "el � �el + "mb � �mb + "bsd � �bsd + "tsd � �tsd + "dd � �dd�tot ; (4)where "x is the eÆieny for triggering on proess x. The trigger eÆieniesare determined from Monte Carlo simulation. FRITIOF 7.02 [20℄ is used togenerate minimum bias events in pA interations, while di�rative events aregenerated by PYTHIA 5.7 [21℄ whih, however, has the disadvantage of nottaking into aount nulear e�ets. Nonetheless, sine di�rative ross setionsare small ompared to the minimum bias ross setion, they ontribute littleto the reorded sample and nulear e�ets for di�rative events an be safelynegleted.The detetor response is simulated by the GEANT 3.21 pakage [22℄. Realistidetetor eÆienies, readout noise and dead hannels are taken into aount.The simulated events are proessed by the same reonstrution odes as thedata. The resulting interation trigger eÆienies are summarized in Table 2.It has been heked that the results for the pp proesses do not depend on the1 Both models are based on the saturated form of the dipole ross setion andprovide a more realisti desription ompared to Models I and II whih assume aquadrati dependene. 9



wire position. The small inrease of the minimum bias eÆieny with inreas-ing atomi mass number is orrelated to the inreasing trak multipliity.Proess Generator pp C Ti W"el PYTHIA 0.003"bsd PYTHIA 0.583"tsd PYTHIA 0.370"dd PYTHIA 0.578"mb PYTHIA 0.941"mb FRITIOF 0.933 0.953 0.970"tot Eq. 4 0.642 0.607 0.586KA Eq. 5 0.960 0.969 0.978Table 2IA trigger eÆienies for the various proesses. KA is de�ned in Equation 5.From these numbers we an onlude that the elasti ontribution is negligi-ble and that the di�rative proesses are suppressed. The dominane of theminimum bias part an be illustrated by alulating its detetable fration KAKA = �mb � "mb�tot � "tot (5)given in Table 2. The impat of the unertainties on luminosities and triggereÆienies will be disussed in Setion 7.2.5 General remarks on the luminosity determinationIn the following, the luminosity given by Equation 2 will be expressed in termsof the total number of events satisfying the IA trigger (NIA), the averagenumber of interations per bunh rossing (�tot), the trigger eÆieny persingle interation (�tot) and the total hadroni ross setion (�tot). In order todo this, two assumptions are made:� the number of interations per �lled bunh an be desribed by a singlePoisson distribution P (n; �tot), for all bunh rossings in a given data run:P (n; �tot) = �ntote��totn! ; (6)10



� the trigger eÆieny for n interations, ("tot)n, is given by:("tot)n = 1� (1� "tot)n (7)where "tot is the trigger eÆieny for single interation.A test of the validity of the �rst assumption is disussed in Setion 7.4, whilethe seond assumption has been heked in Monte Carlo studies and by hek-ing the dependene of the measured �tot with interation rate as measured bythe target steering sintillator hodosopes (see Setion 7.5).With these assumptions, the total number of reorded triggers resulting frominterations in the target, NIA, is given by:NIA = NBX � 1Xn=0 (P (n; �tot) � ("tot)n) = NBX � �1� e�"tot��tot� (8)where NBX is the total number of BXs onsidered. From this equation, giventhe general relationship of Equation 2, we �nally obtainLtot = NIA � �tot(1� e�"tot��tot) � �tot : (9)Beause the produt " � � is typially � 10% for our data taking onditions,the measured luminosity is, to �rst order, inversely proportional to the triggereÆieny and the ross setion, while the average number of interations, �tot,enters only as a seond order orretion.In Equation 9, NIA an be expressed as a funtion of the number of reordedtriggers (Ntape) and of the number of bakground events (Nbkg):NIA = Ntape �Nbkg = Ntape � (1� fbkg) (10)where fbkg is the fration of bakground events in the sample (see Setion 7.6).Sine, as disussed in Setion 4, the reorded event sample is dominated byminimum bias interations, the luminosity an be expressed as a funtion ofminimum bias quantitiesLtot = Ntape � (1� fbkg) � �mb(1� e�"mb�mb) � �mb �KA; (11)where KA is de�ned in Setion 4 and �mb is de�ned in Setion 6. This is the�nal expression whih will be used to determine the luminosity for eah run.11



6 The determination of �mbThe determination of �mb relies on the pseudo random trigger data sampleaquired in parallel to the IA trigger and the large-aeptane detetors whihonstitute the spetrometer. Spei�ally, �mb is obtained by ombining theinformation from a variety of subdetetors to also provide a ross-hek ofthe stability of the result and the systemati unertainties due to the detetorresponse and the event model of the Monte Carlo. Only the �lled bunhes ofHERA were onsidered.The average number of IA per BX an be evaluated with respet to anysubdetetor observable X whih depends linearly on the interation rate, byexploiting the following de�nition:�mb = � 1"mb(X) � ln�1� NXNBX � (12)where NX is the number of events with observable X above a ertain thresholdand "(X) is the orresponding eÆieny (i.e. probability that an interationwill result inX being above threshold) as evaluated from the FRITIOF simu-lation. To avoid possible onfusion, we note that �mb as de�ned by Equation 12is lose to but not equal to the average number of minimum bias interationsper BX. With this de�nition, Equation 11 is nonetheless exat. The sampleof random trigger events for all runs is suÆiently large that the statistialerror is always negligible ompared to the systemati error estimate. The listof the observables X used for the determination of �mb is given in Table 3.As an be seen, two subdetetors are diretly involved in this method, namelyRICH and ECAL, while the VDS and the OTR are indiretly involved whenthe number of reonstruted traks is onsidered.It is important to note that for the determination of �mb, no reonstrutedquantity assoiated only with the V DS is used. The reason for this is that allsuh quantities were found to be sensitive to the presene of Æ-rays generatedby the proton beam in the target, as will be further disussed in Setion 7.7.The � values alulated with Equation 12 as a funtion of two of the X ob-servables (namely hrih and e(ECAL; inner)) de�ned in Table 3 are shownin Fig. 3. These plots show a ommon feature: the existene of a broad sta-tionary point for �mb. The left plot in Figure 3 shows the �mb values obtainedas a funtion of the threshold applied on the number of hits (hrih) seen inthe RICH detetor. The rise at small values of RICH hits is due to noisein the detetor, while the smooth inrease for large number of RICH hits ismainly due to the fat that the Monte Carlo does not preisely reprodue theRICH hit multipliity per event, although the resulting value of �mb is nearlyindependent of the threshold over a wide range. This trend is on�rmed, in a12



X DESCRIPTIONhrih number of reonstruted hits in the RICH detetore(ECAL,inner) total energy deposition in the ECAL inner setion (GeV)e(ECAL,middle) total energy deposition in the ECAL middle setion (GeV)e(ECAL,outer) total energy deposition in the ECAL outer setion (GeV)e(ECAL,ECAL) total energy deposition in full ECAL (GeV)nlus(ECAL) number of reonstruted eletromagneti lusters in ECALheal number of hit towers in ECALntra number of reonstruted traks (VDS+OTR)Table 3Desription of the eight X quantities used to determine �mb.

Fig. 3. Two typial distributions for the measured average number of interationsper bunh rossing as a funtion of the ut on di�erent reonstruted quantities forthe tungsten target wire. The distributions for RICH (number of reonstruted hitsper event , -hrih-), ECAL (total energy released per event in the inner setion ofthe alorimeter, -e(ECAL; inner)-) are shown.more or less pronouned way (see e.g. the right plot of the same Figure), alsofor the other variables listed in Table 3.As a onsequene, for eah observable, as the best estimate of �mb the value(�min(X)) is taken to be its minimum value. The best evaluation of �mb isthen de�ned as: �mb = XX=1;8 �min(X)8 (13)The values of �min(X) obtained from all are in good agreement and theirspread is used as a measure of the systemati unertainty.13



7 Systemati unertainties and heks7.1 General ConsiderationsAording to Equation 11 and the assumption on whih Equation 6 is based,the following systemati unertainties must be taken into aount:� the unertainty on KA, arising from the Monte Carlo (MC ) event modeland the poorly known observation probability of di�rative proesses;� the unertainty on the determination of �mb;� the unertainty assoiated with deviations of the interation probabilitydistribution from the assumed Poisson distribution (e.g. due to the uneven�lling of bunhes);� the unertainty assoiated with possible out-of-time interations (i.e. oast-ing beam interations) and fake triggers from detetor noise.No systemati unertainty due to reonstrution eÆieny appears on thislist sine possible systemati biases due to reonstrution are inluded in thesystemati unertainty assigned to �mb.The determination of Ltot ould, however, be biased if the on-line trigger doesnot operate aording to expetations. Possible triggering errors are hekedfor by using speial bits written into the event reord to indiate the triggerdeision. The online trigger requirements are imposed o�ine on the sample ofrandom trigger events taken with eah IA trigger run and ompared to thethe online deision. It is found that there is no signi�ant ineÆieny from theonline trigger while the perentage of spurious triggers due to eletroni mis-behavior is typially at level of a few per thousand. Some additional maskingof noisy hannels is found to be neessary, although the e�et on the triggeraeptane is negligible. We onlude that the trigger performed aording toexpetations and introdues no additional biases on the measurement of Ltot.The general expression for the squared relative unertainty on the luminosityfollows from Equation 11: ÆLtotLtot !2 = ÆKAKA � Æ�mb�mb �  ÆLL !bkg �  ÆLL !Pois ; (14)whih is the quadrati sum of the relative systemati unertainties on KA (seeSetion 7.2), on �mb (see Setion 7.3), on the bakground and on the Poissonassumption (see Equation 6). The last two soures of systemati unertaintywill be disussed in Setions 7.4 and 7.6 respetively. Finally, to separate themeasurement unertainties from the unertainties on the present knowledge ofthe total ross setion (KA term), the following quantity (whih will be used14



in Setion 8) is de�ned: ÆLtotLtot !2det = Æ�mb�mb �  ÆLL !bkg �  ÆLL !Pois : (15)7.2 Unertainty on KAThe relative unertainty ( ÆKAKA ) on the detetable frationKA (de�ned in Equa-tion 5) depends on the unertainties of the ross setions, quoted in Table 1,and on the trigger eÆienies of the various prodution proesses. Given thepoor knowledge of the struture of �nal states produed by di�rative pro-esses, the trigger eÆienies are assumed to be fully unknown but limited tothe range from 0 to 1. Thus, an error of �"bsd = �"tsd = �"dd = 1p12 is assigned.The error on "mb is not inluded here as disussed in Setion 7.1. The resultingunertainties are summarized in Table 4.KA ÆKAKAC 0.960 0.023Ti 0.969 0.018W 0.978 0.016Table 4Detetable frations and their relative unertainty for arbon, titanium and tungsten.
7.3 Unertainty on �mbThe method used to determine �mb is inuened by the Monte Carlo desrip-tion of the HERA-B detetor as well as the event model of the event generator.The resulting unertainty on �mb is taken to be the rms spread of the �mbvalues alulated with Equation 13. The typial values obtained areÆ�mb�mb ' 0:04 ; (16)or better, depending on the target material.Possible soures of systemati unertainty related to the way �mb is determinedhave been investigated. For example, examination of the observables given inTable 3 shows that six of them involve ECAL and are thus possibly subjetto orrelated systemati e�ets while RICH and VDS+OTR appear only with15



one variable eah. For this reason an alternative quantity �0mb is de�ned as:�0mb = �opt (1) + PX=2;7 �opt(X)6 + �opt (8)3 : (17)The relative disrepany of �mb and �0mb is given by: Æ�mb�mb !method = �mb � �0mb�mb : (18)The mean value of the distribution of this quantity is found to be statistiallyompatible with zero and its rms width is � 0:006 or better, depending ontarget material. The smallness of this term, ompared to the overall systematiunertainty on �mb (see Equation 16), shows that the alulation of �mb isinsensitive to the relative weights given to the various methods.7.4 Unertainty on the distribution of the number of IA per BXOne important assumption is that the number of interations per HERA ma-hine bunh follows a Poisson distribution (see Equation 6). In order to eval-uate the systemati unertainty assoiated to the non-Poisson behavior of theBX population, the total luminosity an alternatively be measured for eahrun, also as a sum over all the BX ontributions, i.e.:(Ltot)BX = KA�mb � 180Xi=1 NIAi � �mbi�1� e�"mb�mbi� : (19)The quantity (Ltot)BX is then ompared with the total luminosity alulatedaording to the basi proedure (see Equation 11). In this way, we an de�nethe systemati unertainty due to the non Poisson behavior of the beam as: ÆLL !Pois = Ltot � (Ltot)BXLtot : (20)The mean of the distribution of this quantity for all the runs with more than3 � 105 events shows a slight shift (� 0:4%) toward negative values. The rmsof the distribution is � 0:009 or better, depending on target material.16



7.5 The dependene of �mb on the target interation rateThe dependene of �mb, as determined by the method of Setion 6, on thetarget steering hodosope rate (Rhod) was heked. In general the dependeneshould be linear at suÆiently low interation rate.For eah of the three target materials (C, Ti and W), �mb was determined forhodosope interation rates of 0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5 and 10 MHz. For eah target,the resulting �mb values, exluding the 10 MHz point, were �t to a straightline. The results of the �t for arbon and tungsten target wires are shown inFig. 4. The 10MHz point lies below the �t line indiating possible saturationof the hodosopes or possibly a breakdown of the Poisson assumption at highinteration rates. The normalized �2 of the linear �t is about one or better(for all three set of runs) and indiates a linear relation between interationrates measured by two very di�erent tehniques for rates up to 5 MHz. Thisin turn supports the two assumptions made in Setion 5 sine the hodosoperates do not rely on the Poisson assumption and ompensating non{linearitiesin the two methods are unlikely.

Fig. 4. Test of linear dependene of the �mb values determined with the methoddesribed in Setion 6 with respet to the target interation rate measured by thesintillator hodosope system for the arbon (left plot) and tungsten (right plot)target wires.7.6 Bakground estimateAs shown in Equation 10, the number of reorded events must be orreted forbakground events either from fake triggers (e.g. eletroni noise in the RICH)or from oasting beam interations (beam-gas interations and bakground17



from interations upstream of the target are negligible). The best method todetermine the fration of bakground events is to ompare empty and �lledbunhes using the random trigger events. For this purpose the interationtrigger requirements are applied o�ine to the random trigger events whihare equally distributed over all 220 bunhes. Normalizing to the 180 �lledbunhes, we obtain f 0bkg = 18040 �  Ntape(empty BX)Ntape(filled BX)! : (21)A small (approximately 5%) orretion is made to aount for \in-time" oast-ing beam interations whih are well synhronized in time with the detetor'sintegration gates and thus are no di�erent from ordinary interations frombunhed beam protons.The resulting values for fbkg from the random trigger sample are summarizedin Table 5 and used in Equation 11. To estimate the unertainty on fbkg,the software trigger thresholds are varied over a wide range. The unertainty,ÆLbkg, is obtained by dividing the di�erene of the extreme values by p12. Theunertainties due to the in-time oasting beam orretion disussed above arenegligible ompared to the unertainties given in the Table.fbkg � ÆLL �bkgC 0.031 0.018Ti 0.057 0.023W 0.026 0.019Table 5The fration of bakground events fbkg for eah target wire and the relative system-ati unertainty.7.7 Prodution of Æ-rays in the targetThe presene of Æ-rays in the data sample (see Setion 6) is both a nuisane,sine it ompromises the VDS based methods, and an opportunity for a sys-temati hek of the luminosity alulation, sine the luminosity an be esti-mated from the observed rate of Æ-ray prodution. The results of a study ofÆ-ray prodution applied to a run taken with the arbon target sample arepresented and ompared to the luminosity estimates given in Setion 6. Withfurther development, the tehniques presented here ould be used for a preiseluminosity determination in experiments using thin targets.18



The luminosity for a �xed-target experiment in a proton beam is proportionalto the sum of target path lengths of all protons (Ntot) whih traverse thetarget: L = �NAA � NtotXi=1 zi (22)where A is the atomi mass of the target material, NA is Avogadro's number,� is the target density in (g=m3) and zi is the length of the target traversedby the ith proton.The number of Æ-rays (NÆ;prod) produed in a kineti energy (T ) interval fromTmin to Tmax is proportional to the same summed target length [17℄:NÆ;prod = 0:154ZA� NtotXi=1 zi � Z TmaxTmin dTT 2 � 0:154ZA �Tmin NtotXi=1 zi (23)where Z, A, and � are the atomi number, atomi mass and density (in g=m3)of the target and T is in MeV. Tmax is approximately 475GeV for 920GeVinident protons.Combining Equation 22 and Equation 23 results in the following equation re-lating luminosity to the number of produed Æ-rays:L = NATmin0:154Z �NÆ;prod = NATmin0:154Z � NÆ;obs"Æ ; (24)where NÆ;obs is the number of observed Æ-rays and "Æ is the average probabilitythat the Æ-ray esapes the target and is reonstruted.The Æ-ray detetion eÆieny ("Æ) is evaluated by Monte Carlo. The Æ-raysare generated aording to Equations 27.5 and 27.6 of [17℄ with a minimumkineti energy threshold of 1MeV and traked through the target and de-tetor using the GEANT3-based [22℄ HERA-B simulation program. Sinethe VDS has aeptane for traks from the target in the polar angularinterval 0:01 . � . 0:7 rad, orresponding to a Æ-ray momentum range of1:88 . pÆ . 10220MeV= (see Equation 27.6 of [17℄), the 1MeV kineti energythreshold orresponds to Æ-rays whih are well outside the detetor aeptane.The generated Monte Carlo events are subjeted to the same reonstrutionand analysis ode (see below) used for the data.An average eÆieny of � 7% after all uts is found. We estimate a 15%relative systemati unertainty on this number oming from unertainties inthe material distribution in the vertex detetor and from sensitivity to MonteCarlo parameters, in partiular to the minimum kineti energy uto� for trak-ing by GEANT, nominally set to 30 keV. (These soures of systemati errorould in priniple be greatly redued by a more preise inventory of detetor19



materials and by a more thorough study of the traking of very low momentumeletrons.)Candidate Æ-rays are reonstruted using the standard HERA-B VDS reon-strution software applied to a pseudo-random-triggered arbon target run andthen searhed for in events from �lled bunh rossings whih do not pass theIA trigger ondition. Distributions of trak parameters and derived quantitiesfrom the Æ-ray Monte Carlo and data are found to be in lose agreement whensegments whih extrapolate to near the average vertex position of hadroni in-terations are removed. Suh traks are typially high momentum traks fromhadroni pN interations.We de�ne the impat parameter of a trak as the di�erene between the aver-age position of verties from hadroni interations (and therefore the averageimpat point of the beam on the wire target) and the trak's position whenextrapolated to the Z-position of the target. Figure 5(a) shows the X-viewimpat parameter (Xip) distribution of reonstruted VDS segments in non-IA events whih ontain a single reonstruted segment with jXipj > 1mmwhih originates in the �rst VDS layer. The ut on Xip removes a signal fromhigh-momentum traks from hadroni pN interations (approximately 1/4 ofthe removed traks form a narrow peak above the relatively broad distributionshown in the �gure). The data, indiated by the histogram, and the MonteCarlo, indiated by the points with error bars, are in good agreement. Notethat the width of theXip distribution is largely determined by multiple satter-ing in the VDS and therefore depends on the momentum of the reonstrutedtraks. The lose math between data and Monte Carlo implies that the mo-mentum spetra of reonstruted traks in data and the Æ-ray Monte Carloare similar. Figure 5(b), showing the distribution of the X-view impat pointsof the same traks used in Figure 5(a) at the �rst VDS layer, also illustratesthe good agreement between data and Monte Carlo. The orresponding distri-butions in the Y -view also agree well with eah other as do the distributionsof trak polar angles. The overall lose agreement strongly suggests that theobserved traks are indeed aused by Æ-rays originating in the target. Furtherevidene that the observed traks are assoiated with beam protons traversingthe target omes from the greatly redued rate of suh traks in empty bunhrossings: � 3% of the rate in �lled bunh rossings.The observed rate of Æ-ray andidates is 0:068�0:003 per BX. When the sameevent and trak seletion riteria are applied to the minimum bias MonteCarlo, a rate of 5 � 10�4 andidates per interation is observed, or approxi-mately 10�4 andidates per BX for the analyzed run. The rate of target singledi�rative events (0.004 per BX, see Table 1) is also small ompared to the ob-served rate. We onlude that the observed traks annot be due to hadroniinterations. 20
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Xip(cm)Fig. 5. a) The distribution of Xip for seleted traks (see text). b) The distributionof X-view impat points on the �rst VDS detetor layer, for the same traks usedin part a. In both ases, the data is indiated by the histogram and the Monte Carloby the points with error bars.Assuming that the observed traks are indeed Æ-rays, Equation 24 gives a lu-minosity estimate of 633 � 28 � 95 mb�1 per BX, to be ompared with theluminosity estimate of 688� 35 mb�1 omputed using the method desribedin Setion 6. The agreement within errors lends further redene to the hy-pothesis that the traks desribed in this setion are Æ-rays from the targetand also serves as a ross-hek of the method of Setion 6.8 Summary and onlusionsAs previously noted the unertainties a�eting the total luminosity measure-ment are dominated by the systemati ontribution, sine eah IA trigger runontains enough random trigger events to make the ontribution from statis-tis negligible. In Table 6 we summarize the overall relative unertainty on thetotal luminosity alulation �ÆLtotLtot �. In the seond olumn the unertainty onKA is given. This ontribution depends on the present knowledge of the rosssetions (see Table 1) and an in priniple be improved in the future. Thefollowing three olumns list individual ontributions to the systemati uner-tainty on detetion whih are ombined aording to Equation 15 to give thetotal detetion unertainties shown in the sixth olumn.When the method desribed in this paper is applied to the 2002 HERA-Bminimum bias data taking period, the following integrated luminosities areobtained for eah of the three target materials:Ltot;C = 405:8� 9:3� 17:9 �b�1Ltot;T i = 30:9� 0:6� 1:5 �b�1Ltot;W = 38:3� 0:6� 1:5 �b�1where the �rst error orresponds to the unertainty on KA and seond sum-marizes the remaining unertainty mainly due to the HERA-B experimental21



ÆKAKA Æ�mb�mb � ÆLL �Pois �ÆLL �bkg � ÆLtotLtot �det ÆLtotLtot � ÆLtotLtot �uC 0.023 0.039 0.009 0.018 0.044 0.050 0.039Ti 0.018 0.042 0.009 0.023 0.049 0.052 0.042W 0.016 0.032 0.010 0.019 0.039 0.042 0.029Table 6Values of the ontributions to the relative systemati unertainty and overall relativesystemati unertainty on the total luminosity alulation ( ÆLtotLtot ). The unorrelatedpart � ÆLtotLtot �u is given in the last olumn.onditions. The overall systemati unertainty an then be obtained as thequadrati ombinations of these two terms.The method for luminosity measurement desribed in this paper is based onthe determination of the average number of interations per bunh rossing, �,and on the knowledge of the total interation ross setion � (see Equation 2).The availability of a small fration (few perent) of events aquired in parallelto the main stream of data with a ompletely unbiased trigger (pseudo-randomtrigger) was used to evaluate � on run by run basis.The measurement of � has been performed by exploiting the information froma variety of subdetetors, without the use of any dediated devie. This strat-egy allowed to perform onsisteny heks and to obtain a onservative deter-mination of the systemati unertainties of the measurement.In ase the three data sets will be ombined to determine the A-dependeneof a ross setion, possible orrelations between the systemati errors have tobe taken into aount. The orrelated error is dominated by the unertaintyon �mb and the bakground orretion and is estimated to be � 3%. Theorrelation oeÆients vary between 0.90 and 0.92 for pairs of wires. 2 Theunorrelated part of the systemati unertainty � ÆLtotLtot �u an be found in thelast olumn of Table 6.The same strategy ould be applied in future experiments suh as those underonstrution at the LHC at CERN in Geneva, one the orresponding rosssetions have been measured.2 At the time of publiation of [23,24℄, the orrelated error was estimated to be2%, rather than the updated and more aurate value (3%) presented here. A re-alulation of the values and errors reported in [23,24℄ using this updated estimateresults in negligable hanges. 22
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